Audio Accessories

41390 Stereo Headphones/Headset 3.5mm
Key points
The Headphones are fitted with two 3.5mm jack plugs
pre coloured to match and help identify the sockets
on a PC or computer (Pink socket/plug for the analog
microphone, and the Green plug/socket is for the
stereo line level audio output for headphones).

These headphones have been designed rigorously tested
and tuned to suit modern computer based products such as
Desk top computers, iMacs, laptops, net books, etc. and
many different Language Labs, such as Barns Genio.

Features
Adjustable head band to Ear piece dimensions.
Soft padded leatherette earpieces for all-day
comfort and helps with concentration and reduces
distraction.
Comfortable design, soft pressure applied to seal
against ears.
Closed Ear cup design to prevent noise bleed from
distracting others.
Left & Right marking to ensure correct phasing of
listening.
Simple fold up for storage.
Robust sturdy but light and comfortable.
Headphone Audible frequency range of 1528,000Hz.
Microphone frequency response of 50-16,000Hz.
Impedance 32 Ohms.
Flexible microphone boom for perfect positioning.
2 x 3.5 mm for desktop/laptop.
Miniature Electret condenser Microphone.
Coiled lead 0.8mtrs long retracted. 1.6mtrs long
extended.
So in summary if you want quality and comfort combined to
give you a top-notch audio experience of clean highs to
full-bodied lows for a incredible value, then these are for you.

Powerful but perfect crystal clear sound, efficient
crisp response across the audible frequency, the
acoustic tuning allows you to truly experience full
frequency of sound with ample loudness without
distortion but with a satisfying Bass. They provide very
accurate audio reproduction for a rich, clear and
dynamic sound only to be replicated in very expensive
Hi-Fi sets.
Lightweight comfortable sturdy headphone design,
the closed cup design and soft cushioned ear pads
are angled to gently follow the contour of your ears so
that they don't 'bleed' sound to distract adjacent
people and minimise background distractions.
An adjustable, cushioned headband distributes weight
evenly across the top of your head. Together, with the
ear pads they help provide hours of continuous &
comfortable listening.
This model is provide with a coiled lead this assists
keeping the cable tangle free, this will allow easy
unrestricted movement at the desk.
The microphone is mounted off the ear piece by a
flexible but stay-put mount, this allows poisoning of
the microphone adjustable and comfortable for the
personal choice of the user. The quality an range of
pick up is impressive. It allows the headset to be used
with language software, voice recognition software,
gaming and skype, etc.

